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In 1956, the Mississippi Supreme Court was confronted with an appeal taken
from a $7,500 verdict rendered in a wrongful death action brought by the parents of a
sixteen month old girl who was “run over and killed” by a truck owned by Nehi
Bottling Company of Ellisville (“Nehi”). ii The truck driver, Claude Davis, was a Nehi
employee at the time of the accident. Nehi and Davis both admitted “that Davis was
within the scope of his employment at the time and place in question….” iii
Plaintiff proceeded at trial pursuant to the theory that Davis negligently failed to
keep a proper lookout for children he knew were playing near his delivery truck. iv In
support of this claim, the trial court allowed the Plaintiff to introduce testimony “as to
other accidents in which Davis allegedly was involved.” v The Supreme Court found the
following with respect to the admission of this evidence at trial:
It was error for the trial court to admit testimony for plaintiff as to other
accidents in which Davis alleged was involved. This could have been
admissible to obviate the necessity of proving agency, under the rule that
where one entrusts a vehicle to one known to be a reckless driver, the
former is responsible for the acts of the driver, although the driver was not
about the owner’s business. But in this case appellants’ answer admitted
that Davis was within the scope of his employment at the time and place
in question, and Davis so testified. vi
These three sentences have led to a series of decisions rendered in Mississippi
federal courts vii which stand for this general principle: Once an employer admits that it
is liable for the tortious conduct of its employee, claims of negligent entrustment, hiring
and retention are no longer available to the plaintiff. This appears to be the majority
rule across the country, viii though there is a distinct minority of states which reject the
respondeat superior admission rule. ix
The most noteworthy historical note about the respondeat superior admission rule
is that it was formulated at a time in which contributory negligence regimes were far
more prevalent than they are today.x Courts deciding cases in a contributory
negligence regime rightfully reasoned that “if the defendant employer was liable for the
acts of its employee, if the employee was found to be negligent, and if the plaintiff was

found to be entirely non-negligent, the plaintiff was entitled to recover all of her
damages from the defendant employer. Regardless of the fact that the employer may
well have been independent negligent in its entrustment, the plaintiff’s damages did
not increase with the addition of another cause of action.” xi This rationale makes little
sense, however, in a comparative fault jurisdiction. As one federal court recognized:
The rationale of [the respondeat superior admission rule] is very powerful in
a contributory negligence jurisdiction …. The reasoning of the rule …
loses much of its force, however, under comparative negligence. Under
comparative negligence, it is necessary for a trier of fact to determine
percentages of fault for a plaintiff’s injuries attributable to the negligence
of plaintiff, the negligence of each defendant, and the negligence of other
non-parties. xii
Thus, there is an argument to be made the that the respondeat superior admission
rule is another outdated relic of a bygone time which should be abandoned or modified
in favor of comparative fault principles. xiii In light of the string of cases from
Mississippi federal district courts in recent years, the practitioner who advances this
argument would be well advised to anticipate an adverse trial court decision and be
prepared to make his argument on appeal. The greater chance of success at the trial
court level for the plaintiff’s lawyer confronted with a motion to dismiss his negligent
entrustment-type claims is to argue in favor of one or more of the three exceptions to
the rule. xiv
EXCEPTION #1: ENTRUSTMENT OF THE CHATTEL WAS NEGLIGENT BUT THE
ENSTRUSTEE WAS NOT NEGLIGENT
Consider a parent that provides a loaded gun to a young child who then shoots
someone.

A court may rightfully determine that the child was too young to be

negligent in her own right, but that the parent’s negligence in supplying the gun to the
child was the proximate cause of the accident. xv
EXCEPTION #2: ENSTRUSTOR KNOWS OF DANGEROUS CONDITION OF THE
CHATTEL BUT FAILS TO INFORM THE ENTRUSTEE
As a Florida appellate court recognized, an example of this exception can be
found “where an owner or authorized custodian of a motor vehicle who knows that the
vehicle has defective brakes allows one who is not aware of this dangerous condition to
use it….” xvi Those of us who handle tractor-trailer cases should pay particular attention

to this exception. It is neither difficult to imagine nor unique to find a case in which the
tractor-trailer operator is unaware of defects or deficiencies with the vehicle that the
owner of the rig knew existed and failed to adequately remedy.
EXCEPTION #3: PUNITIVE DAMAGES ARE SOUGHT DUE TO THE
ENTRUSTOR’S FAULT
Although the Northern District of Mississippi has ventured an Erie-guess that
that the Mississippi Supreme Court would not recognize a punitive damage exception
to the respondeat superior admission rule, it is important to recall that the Mississippi
Supreme Court has not so ruled. Several jurisdictions do recognize an exception to the
rule when punitive damages are sought due to the employer’s reckless entrustment. xvii
The diligent and zealous advocate should continue to advance this argument; and, in
those cases where the facts support the application of another exception, should expect
to achieve success.
CONCLUSION
When crafting your complaint and throughout discovery, be mindful that the
respondeat superior admission rule is not absolute.

Tailor your complaint, written

discovery and deposition questioning in a fashion which elicits information that places
you squarely within an exception to the rule. When the inevitable motion for summary
judgment comes, you will be ready.
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